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Zinc Angle Valve
Zinc Angle valve is a ball valve produced by
Wanrong Copper Co., LTD. The valve adopts
national standard 0# high quality zinc ingot,
from the raw material to ensure the quality of
the product.Zinc Angle valve has good
sealing and smooth switch, which can meet
the needs of continuous and fast closing for
many times. The product can work normally
in the environment of high temperature 60℃
to low temperature 0℃.wanshirong® strive
for excellence in the production of valve

products, and optimize production, to ensure that customers can buy better and cheaper
valve products.

High Quality Zinc Angle Valve from Factory

1.Zinc Angle Valve Introduction

Zinc Angle valve, since the production of this kind of zinc Angle valve began in 2004,
customers on product quality, price, service response is good, no bad complaints.
Because wanshirong® treat the mutual benefit of customers, the attitude of product
excellence, we will test the sealing performance of each factory product before leaving the
factory, to ensure the supply of high quality and preferential products to customers.The
key to our success is "Good Solution Top quality, Reasonable Value and Efficient Service"
for Cheapest Price China Brass Chrome Reduced Male Threaded Angle Valve, Trust us
and you will gain a lot more. You should truly feel totally free to make contact with us for
additional data, we assure you of our greatest notice at all times. Cheapest Price China
Angle Valve, Ball Valve, Now we have been making our goods for more than 20 years .
Mainly do wholesale , so now we have the most competitive price , but highest quality. For
the past years , we got very good feedbacks , not only because we supply good
merchandise , but also because of our good after-sale service . We have been here
waiting for you for your inquiry.

2.Feature And Application

Our zinc angle valves are widely used in household, water and gas transmission projects.

3.Details
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zinc angle valve consists of 0# lead-free zinc body, ball, stem, ABS seat and non-toxic
rubber seal ring as the main components and accessories, zinc alloy electric handle.
The surface of the product is polished and chrome plated, the appearance is beautiful,
simple and generous, suitable for any installation environment.

4. Zinc Angle ValveQualification

products have been certified by IOS9001, is the customer's reliable products.

5.Deliver,Shipping And Serving

sample Sample lead time:15days
Delivery terms FOB (NINGBO SHANGHAI) ,CNF, CIF
Terms of payment T/T, L/C
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